Abstract. Software defect prediction has drawn the attention of many researchers in empirical software engineering and software maintenance due to its importance in providing quality estimates and to identify the needs for improvement from project management perspective. However, most defect prediction studies seem valid primarily in a particular context and little concern is given on how to find out which prediction model is well suited for a given project context. In this paper we present a framework for conducting software defect prediction as aid for the project manager in the context of a particular project or organization. The framework has been aligned with practitioners' requirements and is supported by our findings from a systematical literature review on software defect prediction. We provide a guide to the body of existing studies on defect prediction by mapping the results of the systematic literature review to the framework.
Introduction
Software defect prediction has caught considerable attention from researchers as well as practitioners due to the increasing importance of software products as backbone for reliable industry systems. The rationale for identifying defective components of a software system prior to applying analytical quality assurance (QA) measures like inspection or testing has been summarized by Nagappan et al.: "During software production, software quality assurance consumes a considerable effort. To raise the effectiveness and efficiency of this effort, it is wise to direct it to those which need it most. We therefore need to identify those pieces of software which are the most likely to fail -and therefore require most of our attention." [17] A wide range of studies provide evidence about successful prediction of defects and various scenarios on how to exploit defect prediction have been proposed, for example, focusing testing and QA activities, making informed release decisions, mitigating risks, allocating resources in maintenance planning, and supporting process improvement efforts.
These studies also provide valuable advice and share lessons learned important for those who want to adopt defect prediction in practice. Currently there are many approaches to perform defect prediction [9] and respective validation methods [4, 20] . However, Koru et al. [8] advise that in practice, the most appropriate prediction method has to be selected for the current project context and the type of defect pattern to be predicted. Thereby, a good defect prediction model has to be constructed using a set of predictor variables that represents the actual measures of the software product and process [14, 15, 26] . Furthermore, several measures to evaluate the quality of a prediction are recommended, e.g. [13] , and calibrating the prediction model to align false alarm rates with prediction goals and business scenarios is recommended [12] .
Despite the many findings and the comprehensive information provided by the existing studies, there still is a wide gap between published research results and their adoption in real-world projects. Studies sharing insights about the application of defect prediction in practice are rare. Li et al. [10] discuss experiences and results from initiating defect prediction at ABB Inc. for product test prioritization and maintenance resource planning. Ostrand et al. [21] describe automating algorithms for the identification of fault-prone files to support the application of defect prediction in a wide range of projects. These studies show that in many cases, research results on defect prediction cannot directly be translated to practice. Adaptation and interpretation in the context of a particular project or organization is required. Furthermore, many studies focus on specific research questions. While these studies provide a valuable contribution to defect prediction research, this contribution remains an isolated piece of a bigger picture without following the entire track of research.
The objective of this paper is to provide a guide to the body of existing studies on defect prediction to facilitate the use of systematic defect prediction in the context of a particular project or organization. Thus, common requirements for defect prediction in practice are outlined in Section 2, from these requirements a generic framework for conducting defect prediction in practice is derived in Section 3. From 12 published studies on defect prediction, findings have been distilled in a systematic literature review described in Section 4. The results are presented within the structure of the proposed framework in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the paper and discusses questions for future work.
Requirements for Defect Prediction a Software Project
A number of empirical studies provide evidence of successful prediction of defects using data from real-world projects conducted in an industrial or open-source context. However, practitioners are confronted with additional requirements when they try to replicate the success of these studies within the context of their specific projects and organizations. We compiled a list of typical requirements encountered when conducting defect prediction in practice from both, the existing body of literature and our own experience on predicting defects, e.g., [26] .
• Aligning defect prediction with project and business goals. Empirical studies tend to focus on prevalent research questions. Practitioners, however, have to align defect prediction with the goals of their specific project. Concentrating testing on defect-prone components or planning the effort for maintenance activities are examples for such goals. Defining the goals first is therefore an important requirement as an appropriate budget has to be allocated for defect prediction and, moreover, the investment has to be justified according to estimated savings and benefits.
• Creating a project-specific prediction model. Prediction models are constructed from a project's historical data. A prediction model, thus, models the context of a particular project. As a consequence, predictors obtained from one project are usually not applicable to other projects. Nagappan et al. [18] , for example, showed that predictors are accurate only when obtained from the same or similar projects and that there is no single set of metrics that is applicable to all projects. These findings were supported by Koru and Liu [8] when analyzing the PROMISE repository containing data about projects conducted at different sites. "Normally, defect prediction models will change from one development environment to another according to specific defect patterns." [8] • Evaluating the feasibility in the project or organizational context. Despite the success reported by many studies, the prediction of defects in a particular project may not be possible. Typical reasons are the poor quality of the available data [6] or the effort required to extract and collect the necessary data [23] . Most published studies report solely successful cases of defect prediction. Only few studies point toward limitations, for example, Li et al. [10] comment on the poor accuracy in predicting field defects for one of the studied products. The feasibility of predicting defects has to be estimated early to confirm that the defined goals will be met.
• Striving for fast results. Even when the feasibility is positively evaluated, defect prediction is required to produce results fast. Defect prediction is relatively new in the software development arena, and practitioners face a high level of uncertainty concerning the return on the investment in defect prediction. Thus, when results cannot be obtained within one or a few iterations the chance defect prediction will be applied in a real-world project is low. The general concerns of practitioners have also been described by Ostrand et al. [21] : "In our experience, practitioners won't even consider using a new technology without evidence that it has worked on a substantial number of real systems of varying types. It is very unlikely that practitioners will be convinced that a new tool is worth learning and evaluating merely on the basis of its demonstration on toy systems or on systems much smaller than the ones they normally develop and maintain." • Dealing with incomplete, insufficient data. Extraction and integration of data from corporate databases and repositories is a costly, time-consuming endeavor and, eventually, does not assure the data is of appropriate quality. Thus, Li et al. [10] observe that "dealing with missing/incomplete information is important to practitioners because information is often not available in realworld settings and conducting analysis without important categories of predictors (e.g. deployment and usage predictors for field defect predictions) jeopardizes the validity and accuracy of results".
• Predicting under uncertainty. Fenton and Neil [2] remind that "Project managers make decisions about software quality using best guesses; it seems to us that will always be the case and the best that researchers can do is 1) recognize this fact and 2) improve the 'guessing' process. We, therefore, need to model the subjectivity and uncertainty that is pervasive in software development."
Uncertainty exists besides limitations resulting from incomplete, insufficient data. It arises often about how the data has to be interpreted, which reflects the peculiarities of a project such as individual project regulations, discontinuities in workflows and processes or specific use of tools. Practitioners therefore rely on expert judgment and have to make assumptions. These assumptions should be made explicit and -as a positive side-effect -the prediction model should provide information to verify these assumptions. • Outsourcing of model creation. Ostrand et al. [21] found that "it is very time consuming to do the required data extraction and analysis needed to build the models, and few projects have the luxury of extra personnel to do these tasks or the extra time in their schedules that will be needed. In addition, statistical expertise was needed to actually build the models, and that is rare to find on most development projects". As a consequence, it should be possible to organize data extraction and model creation separately so it can be outsourced orif tool support permits -automated.
• Reusing and validating the existing model for upcoming releases. To optimize the return on the investment in model creation, the model has to be reused for upcoming releases with minimal additional effort. However, over time, the project's context and the defect patterns can change. As a consequence, prediction results for a new release derived from a model created and verified with historical data have to be validated. Practitioners need a measure of reliability when they make decisions based on prediction results. Furthermore, Koru and Liu [8] point out that "as new measurement and defect data become available, you can include them in the data sets and rebuild the prediction model." As adjusting or rebuilding the model requires additional effort, the validation results should serve as an indicator when adjusting or rebuilding becomes necessary.
Software Defect Prediction Framework
In this section we described a framework for software defect prediction which consists of three phases -(A) preparation, (B) model creation and (C) model usage -as well as seven steps (see Figure 1 .) This framework is in line with the requirements outlined in the previous section and has been derived from our experience and literature on software defect prediction and software estimation. 
Phase A -Preparation
As first phase in conducting a defect prediction, one should start by preparing the necessary preconditions prior to model construction. The intention of the preparation phase is to create a clear focus of what results should be provided by the prediction, to appropriately design the prediction approach, and to have quick analysis whether such design will accomplish the expected results within project and organizational context. Following the Goal Question Metrics (GQM) model proposed by Basili et al. [1] , we structure the first phase with following steps:
A.1 Define defect prediction goal, which represents the objective of defect prediction with respect to a particular stakeholder perspective and the current project context.
A.2 Specify questions and hypotheses. Questions are derived from the defect prediction goals. They are used to identify relevant models of the objects of study and, then, to more precisely define the expected achievement of a specific goal. The questions can be reframed as hypotheses about the observed situation or defect pattern. We recommend specifying hypotheses that are easily measurable to enable the falsification or acceptance of the hypotheses for a sound assessment of the prediction results.
A.3 Quick feasibility study and variables specification. A quick feasibility study is essential to assess whether the initial goals of the prediction can be achieved using the available data from the observation objects. A negative assessment indicates the initial goals are not feasible and shows the need for adjusting the goals and questions. After conducting a feasibility study, the set of metrics that should be collected and estimated in the prediction model is collected. These metrics act as independent variables and dependent variables in the prediction model to be constructed in the next phase.
Phase B -Model Construction
Constructing the prediction model is the core phase in defect prediction, Here, based on the variables and the defect prediction method specified in the previous phase, data collection, model training, and model evaluation are performed.
B.1 Data collection for model training. As part of a close investigation of the available data sources, the period of observation and relevant project repositories and databases are specified. Based on the previously selected variables the data is collected from the observation objects. Invalid and missing data is thereby filtered or refined. For making a sound prediction, potential threats to validity are recorded.
B.2 Prediction model training.
Parameter selection is used to identify the parameters with a significant impact on the dependent variables. These parameters are used in training the model, usually applying standard statistical or machine learning tools.
B.3 Prediction model validation.
The trained model needs to be validated for its performance, i.e., accuracy, recall and precision. Unsatisfying results should trigger a feedback loop back to the step data collection, as it will not make sense to proceed with a low-performance model that, e.g., has a high number of false positives or errors.
Phase C -Model Usages
A major concern from a practitioner's point of view is that many studies reported a trained defect prediction model which show a good performance by means of cross validation with historical data [2] . Only limited studies reported the robustness of the model with different observations. This, however, is a necessity in practical usages for predicting the quality for a certain time period in the future.
C.1 Project defect prediction. In this step the model trained in the previous phase is actually used, i.e. the model is parameterized with observations from new releases to predict defects in these releases.
C.2 Analysis for prediction model robustness. Based on the results of step C.1, the robustness of the model is analyzed. Thereby, the reliability of the current prediction results are estimated to determine how to apply the prediction results in the project, e.g., to safely rely on them or to be careful. If the analysis indicates low reliability, a feedback loop back to re-creating or calibrating the model should be triggered as well as suggestions for refinement of the prediction hypotheses should be provided.
Review of the Body of Literature on Defect Prediction
Numerous empirical studies on software defect prediction have been published in journals and conference proceedings. In order to provide a systematic guide to the existing body of literature, relevant studies have been searched and selected following the approach for a systematic literature review proposed by Kitchenham et al. [5] . By following this approach we identified 12 studies on defect prediction providing findings applicable within the framework outlined above. A systematic literature review is defined as "a form of secondary study that uses a well-defined methodology to identify, analyze and interpret all available evidence related to a specific research question in a way that is unbiased and (to a degree) repeatable" [5] . Staples and Niazi [24] summarize the characteristics of a systematic literature review: (a) a systematic review protocol defined in advance of conducting the review, (b) a documented search strategy, (c) explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria to select relevant studies from the search results, (d) quality assessment mechanisms to evaluate each study, (e) review and cross-checking processes to control researcher bias.
A key element of a systematic literature review is the review protocol, which documents all other elements constituting the systematic literature review. They include the research questions, the search process, the inclusions and exclusion criteria, and the quality assessment mechanisms.
• Research Questions. The research questions summarize the questions frequently addressed in empirical studies. These questions contribute essential findings from research to the application of defect prediction in practice and are mapped to the phases of the framework. According to the framework, we emphasize three research questions to guide the systematical literature review process:
RQ1. How do successful studies in defect prediction design the prediction process prior to model construction?

RQ2. How do successful studies in defect prediction construct the prediction model from collected data?
RQ3. How can external validation of the prediction model be provided for future predictions?
• Search Process. The search process describes the process to identify the list of candidate studies. Following search process advocated by Barbara Kitchenham et al. [7] , the search process was organized into two separate phases. The initial search phase identified candidate primary studies based on searches of electronic digital libraries from IEEE, ACM, Elsevier, Springer, and Wiley. Search strings have been composed from search terms such as defect, error, fault, bug, prediction, and estimation. The secondary search phase is to review the references in each of the primary studies identified in the first phase looking for more candidate primary sources which repeated until no further relevant papers can be found.
• Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The criteria for including a primary study comprised any study that compared software defect predictions which enables metric-based approaches based on analysis of project data. We excluded studies where data collected from a small number of observations (less than 5 observations). We also excluded studies where models constructed only based on historical data of defects with no other metrics as predictor variables. The third exclusion criterion is that we only consider studies that performed internal validation and external validation of constructed prediction model. Formal inclusion criteria are that papers have to be peer reviewed and document empirical research. Regarding the contents, inclusion requires that the study addresses at least one of the defined research questions.
• Quality Assessment Mechanism. This systematic literature review has been based on a documented and reviewed protocol established in advance of the review. Furthermore, in this study two researchers were involved in conducting the systematic literature review and cross validation of the results. For example, one researcher queried a digital library and extracted candidate studies while the second researcher verified the search terms, search results, and the list of identified candidate studies. Thereby we minimized researcher bias and assured the validity of the findings of the review.
Extraction of Findings and Discussion
This section maps the findings from the systematic literature review to the phases and tasks of the framework for defect prediction. The findings summarize the contributions extracted from the studies with respect to the research questions 1 to 3 used to drive our systematic literature review. Table 1 lists information about how current research defines the goals of defect prediction studies, questions and hypotheses, as well as how variables are specified to describe each question. [14] Goal is implicitly described
Questions proposed with respective null hypotheses
Implicit variables specifications to predict module defect proneness Li et al [9] Goal is implicitly described
Explicit research question with no hypotheses
Explicit variables specification to predict defect intensity of a release Zimmermann et al [28] Goal is implicitly described Implicit research question with no hypotheses Implicit variables specifications to predict module defect proneness Koru et al [8] Implicit goal description Implicit research question with no hypotheses Implicit variables specifications to predict module defect proneness Nagappan et al [16] Implicit goal description
Explicit research hypotheses
Explicit variables specification Li et al [11] Goal is implicitly described
Explicit research question with no hypotheses Explicit variables specification to predict defect intensity of a release Weyuker et al [27] Explicit goal description in later section Implicit Research questions with hypotheses Implicit variable specification to predict file defect proneness Menzies et al [13] Implict goal description Implicit research question, hypotheses described later in the paper Explicit variables specification for module defect proneness Graves et al [3] Goal is implicitly described Implicit research questions with no hypotheses Explicit variables specification for module defect proneness Sunghun et al [25] Implicit goal description
Explicit variables specification of file defect proneness Pai et al [22] Implicit goal description
Explicit research question with no hypotheses Explicit variables specification for number of defect per class and class defect proneness Olague et al [19] Ecxplicit goal statement Explicit research hypotheses to describe proposed goal Implicit variable specification to predict class defect proneness tions in the framework. Implicit mean we need to extract the information from the text to identify a term definition. An N/A reveals that there is no information that contains the definition of an expected term in the study.
Most of the studies do not explicitly describe the goal of the study and there is no single study which identifies the target stakeholders of the results with their values expectations. 7 out of 12 studies explicitly stated the research questions and/or respective hypotheses, which provide guidance for the remaining empirical study process. Most of the studies specified the variables as part of the prediction model construction prior to data collection. Thus, we assert that the first phase in our framework which consists of goal definition, research questions and hypotheses formulation, and variable specifications is a common practice in conducting defect prediction with different levels of detail and presentation. Table 2 outlines the collected data regarding common practices to construct prediction models. Most of these studies used variable selection prior to model construction. Methods such as Spearman bivariate correlation analysis and linear regression with selected methods (backward, stepwise, remove) are considered as common methods for variable selection.
The selection of prediction methods is based on what kind of defect pattern to be predicted, i.e., classification techniques such as logistic regression can be used to predict file defect-proneness but will obtain poor performance to predict file defect rates. Similar to prediction method selection, one should also choose appropriate internal validation methods and model performance measures. [11] Product and process 16 modeling N/A Average relative [14] Cross validation with different releases with low performance results N/A Li et al [9] Constructed model were used to predict a certain period of defect growth per release Proposed framework was used for commercial context [11] Zimmermann et al [28] Cross validation of trained prediction model in different releases and levels of observation N/A Koru et al [8] Cross validation of trained prediction model with different class of data Depicts the need for model calibration or refinement Nagappan et al [16] State briefly with no data N/A Li et al [11] Cross validation with different releases N/A Weyuker [27] N/A N/A Menzies [13] N/A N/A Graves [3] N/A N/A Sunghun [25] N/A N/A Pai et al [22] N/A N/A Olague et al [19] N/A N/A
The first two phases in our framework have been identified as commonly performed by researchers in defect prediction. However, for the third phase Model Usages (see Table 3 ), we found only two studies providing appropriate results of the two involved steps. This finding confirms the critique from Norman and Fenton [2] that most of the existing studies on defect prediction do not provide empirical proof whether the model can be generalized for different observations.
There are several reasons why many studies did not report the external validation and robustness analysis of constructed prediction model such as the availability of new observation data [22] and external validation results which signify poor performance of the model [14] for which many of the authors do not wish to report. However from practitioners' perspective such conditions should be addressed properly by data collection process refinement and model calibrations until the model can be proven for its usefulness for prediction in particular context.
Conclusion and Further Work
Whilst a large number of studies address defect prediction, little support is provided about the application of defect prediction for practitioners. In this paper we proposed a framework for conducting software defect prediction as an aid for the practitioner establishing defect prediction in the context of a particular project or organization and as a guide to the body of existing studies on defect prediction. The framework has been aligned with practitioners' requirements and supported by our findings from a systematical literature review on software defect prediction.
The systematic literature review also served as an initial empirical evaluation of the proposed framework by showing the co-existence of the key elements of the framework in existing research on software defect prediction. The mapping of findings from empirical studies to the phases and steps of the framework show that the existing literatures can be easily classified using the framework and verifies that each of the steps is attainable.
Nevertheless, we also found several issues relevant for applying defect prediction in practice, which are currently not adequately addressed by existing research. Related future work is encouraged in order to make software defect prediction a commonly accepted and valuable aid in practice:
• Existing studies on defect prediction neglect the fact that information is often missing or incomplete in real world settings. Practitioners therefore require methods to deal with missing or incomplete information. Li et al. reported: "We find that by acknowledging incomplete information and collecting data that capture similar ideas as the missing information, we are able to produce more accurate and valid models and motivate better data collection." [11] • Defect predictions remain a risky endeavor for practitioners as long as upfront investments for data collection and model construction are high and a return on these investments has to be expected late or never. Most projects and organizations cannot afford this investment under such adverse conditions. Thus, means are required to conduct an early and quick estimation of the feasibility of predicting defects with acceptable performance in the context of a specific project or organization.
• If it is the vision that practitioners base critical decisions in software engineering such as what to test less on defect prediction results, they have to be sure not to endanger product quality by missing critical defects. Thus, in addition to results of a prediction, an additional measure has to indicate the reliability of the prediction, so practitioners are informed to what extent they can rely on the results and know to what extent they are taking risks if they do so.
